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In the hope of finding the three-shDck system in a given corner 

appropriate to flow at a given Maoh number a very si.m@e theoretical model 
is considered. It assumes that shocks and streamlines are all straight and 
ooncentrates on the flow in the region of the point where the main shock 
branohes into two. A shear layer is allowed to originate there and 
conditions imposed to match both pressures and flow directions on either 
i3ifh of it. The results of the oalculations suggest that a more sophisticated 
theory is needed and a few experiments are mde to substantiate this. 
Theory and experiment together lead to the conclusion that the shock system 
in a oorner is determined not by the way the flow behaves around the branoh 
point but by its behaviour around the feet of the branohes which lie within 
the boundary layer. Thus viscous effeots dominate the flow field and the 
external invisoid part of the flow appears to be able to accommodate itself 
readily by small &v&&ions from the simplified model considered heree 

Replaces R.A.E. Tech. Note No. Aero 2784 - A.R.C. 23 516. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The mainspring of this note is Fig.1. This shows a very simple 
oonception of what happens when a uniform supersonic stream encounters a 
sudden change of slope in a plane boundary. It is a fact of experienoe 
that a kind of branching shock system does sometimes exist and that between 
its feet the flow separates from the wall. The simplicity of this two- 
dimensional model lies in the assumption that the shocks are straight and 
so is the boundary of the separation whioh joins the two feet. 

We confine our attention to the flow outside the viscous region and 
ignore the presence of both wall and separation except in so far as they 
define the direction of the flow there. If we insist that the part of 
the flow whioh passes through the two branohes must suffer the same rise in 
pressure and the same ohange in direction as that which passes through the 
main shock, we oan use oblique-shock relations to find the unique three- 
shock system appropriate to any given oorner angle at any given Maoh number - 
at least in principle we can. In fact, we disoover that suoh a solution 
exists only for a very limited range of Mach numbers for each angle. If we 
relax the restriotion that matohes the flow dire&ions behind the main shook 
and its two branohes, retaining only the restriction that matches the 
pressure rises, then for any angle at any Mach number above a oertain 
minimum there is an infinity of solutions an& in all of these the flow 
direotions, now free to differ, do so by a surprisingly small angle. 

Just how the flow adjusts itself to such discrepancies is diffioult 
to predict, and in order to help clarify the situation a few experiments 
have been made. The wind tunnel most readily available - the R.A.E. 
9 x 9 inoh tunnel - has a Mach number range which lies entirely below the 
theoretioal range of unique solutions. This is not suoh a handioap as it 
may seem,for what appear to be essentially three-shock wstems still ooour 
in practice at these Mach numbers; so the results of the tests may throw 
some light on the ways in which 8 real flow can differ from the model 
assumed in Flg.1. 

The problem of the intersection of three shook waves has, of oourse, 
been treated before. Early work by Weise, 
by Weokenl, 

Eggink and Wuest, has been reported 
and a discussion of some of the difficulties involved has been 

given by Courant and Friedrichs2. A brief aocount with referenoes to more 
reoent work appears in a note by Sanders and CrabtreeJ. 

This note is part of a more general investigation into separated 
flows involving bubbles. In this general oontext, the present work may 
be regarded as an attempt to find out to what extent the external 
invisoid stream is a determining faotor in the whole flow field. 

2 FLOW THROUGH A SINGLH SHOCK 

This section and the one that follows are based on three simple 
shock relations, Suppose M is the upstream Maoh number and x is the 
ratio of the pressure ahead of the shook to the pressure behind it. 
The angle 0 through whioh the flow is defleoted is given by 

tan2 6 = M2+$4),/(M2~-,)2 ; 

the inclination o, of the shook to the stream by 



and the Maoh number M, behind the shook by 

These relations are exact for a perfect, inviacid gas. 

from the equations of continuity in maas, momenhm and 
explioitly by Weeken'. The constant y is the ratio of 
lo4 for air - and k = (y-l)/(y+A)s 

They may be deduced 
energy and are given 
specific heats - about 

Fig.2 shows the notation and Figa the variation of each of these 
three quantities with x for different values of M. For each Mach number M 
there is a minimum pressure ratio 

(x) 
min 

z --L-l 

M* (l+k) - k ' 

Aa the pressure ratio increases from (x)min to 1 the shock changes 
A 

(4) 

from 

a normal shook to a Mach line, u decreases from x/2 to sin-' (l/M), M, 
increases from a minimum 

I + (M*-1)k 
t”~lmin = w 

M* +- (M*-1)k 

to MS and 6 increases from 0 to a maximum and decreases again to Oe The 
values of IZ and M, which oorrespond to the maximum deflection are shown 
on the curves0 

3 FLOW THROUGH A THREE-SHOCK SYSTljX Pm- a ..-m--- - we m.sm B - 

Returning to the three-shock system of Fig*l, let us use suffices 0, 
1 and 2 to denote respectively the main shock and its upstream and down- 
stream branohes as shown in FigS2e For the pressure rise through the two 
branohes to equal the pressure rise through the main shock, 

and for the flow behind the two branches to be parallel to the flow behind 
the main shock, 

eO 
= e, + e* , (71 
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We know from section 2 that the flow through a single shock is completely 
defined by the two parameters x and M. If therefore we specify x0, x, and 
M, we can use the oondition (6)to find x2 end equations (I), (2) and (3) to 
determine all the other paremeters. Now, allowing x, to vary from x0 to 1, 
we can plot the variation of (3, + e2 and discover which of all possible 
systems also satisfies the condition(7). 

In calculations x0, x, and M are the simplest parameters to use as 
variables since in these all the other parameters are single valued*. 
However, in praotice 00, 0, ma M are the more signifioant parameters and 
it is in terms of these that the results ere resented. At any M two 
velues of x0 correspond to each 00 (see Fig.3 7 but we have always chosen 
the larger of these since the other corresponds to a nearly normal shook 
ma this is seldom met wilh in practice. 

It is well known (and can be seen from Fig.3) that a uniform stream 
oan be turned through an angle e by a single shock provided M is greater 
than a certain minimum shown in Fig.&. It appears from the calculations 
that there ar@ two such limits, also shown in Fig.4, for the existence of a 
three-shock system in a given corner. The lower limit is approaohed as the 
upstream shook tends to a Mach line and all the turning is accomplished 
through the downstream shock. The upper limit is approached as the down- 
stream shook degenerates to a Mach line in a similar way. Fig.5 shows the 
vartition of (3, with M between these limits; this angle, which varies 
from 0 to eo, is physically the angle through which the flow turns as it 
separates from the wall. Beyond the limits the only possible solutions 
are the trivial ones of a single shock. 

Experimental evidence 4S5 shows that three-shook systems appear to 
occur over a very much wider range of Maoh numbers than are predicted in Fig.4 
including Mach numbers both above and below the limit curves* We can only 
conclude, therefore, that this model of the flow is somehow oversimplified. 
If we retain the skeleton of the flow shown in Fig.1 then we must relex either 
the pressure condition (6) or the restriction on flow direction(& In either 
ease this gives an infinity of possible solutions and no idea of their 
plausibility. When the pressure oondition is retained but the flow direc- 
tions are no longer constrained to be parallel, Fig.6 shows the maximum 
angles by which they differ, a divergenoe being shown positive and a 
convergence negative. 

However, it may be that Fig.1 itself must be reJected, being too simple 
to represent adequately the true state of affairs - for exsmple, the shooks 
may not be straight or, perhaps, other phenomena occur as well. In order to 
advance further a more sophisticated theory is needed. Meanwhile the 
results of a few simple experiments may help to suggest a suitable line of 
attack. 

We know M, > 0 and since we are concerned with flow in a 
oonoave oorner we need only the values of 0 and CL which satisfy 
0 a 0 a 7& 0 a u a 754 



4 APT EXF'ERIMENT IN CORNER FLOW = -..--- a*--- s ,---- d."..=eB.-- 

Some tests were made during April, 1961 in the ROAeEe !3 x 9 inch 
tunnel - a continuous flow supersonic tunnel with fixed liners which is 
described in Refs.6 and 7* It was run at a nominal Mach number of 1.9 and 
stagnation pressures betw 
numbers between 0.06 x 10 z 

en 5 and 4.0 in hes of Mercury* giving Reynolds 
and O&.4 x 10 ti per inch* 

The models tested each consisted of a brasswe&e on a horizontal 
ateel plate with sharp leading edge spanning the tunnele Model 1 was a 74' 
wedge with 24 pressure holes along its centre line. Initially it spanned 
the full width of the tunnel but interaction between the boundary layer on 
the wedge and that on the tunnel wall so confused the Schlieren pictures that 
it was advisable to reduce the dimensions of the wedge as shown in Fig.7. 
Model 2 was a 15' wedge with 28 extra pressure holes making 52 in all. These 
holes were connected to a set of mercury manometers which could be read to 
an accuracy of 0002 inches, 

For most of the tests the boundary layer on the plate was laminar 
but on the wedge it was turbulent. To show this9 azo-benzene was used as 
aB indicatore The stagnation pressure was held at eight different values to 
discover the effect of Reynolds number on the flow. At each of these values 
pressure measurement3 were recorded and Schlieren pictures taken@ A mixture 
of titanium dioxide and cylinder oil was used to show the flow pattern on the 
surface - in particular the position of the flow separation and reattachment 
lines. The mixture was also painted on the window of the tunnel to identify 
one of the shocks in the Schlieren pictures- 

A selection of Schlieren photographs*': for the two models is reproduced 
in Figs08 and ye The separation and reattachment shocks can be seen clearly 
in most of the pictures and in some the edge of the boundary layer can 
be imagined although it ia unwise to attach too much importance to this as 
its shape could be changed by slightly adjusting the Schlieren screen: The 
third shock, just downstream of the reattachment shock9 is the trace on @he 
window of the separation shock as it curves round t& sides of the wedge; 
although confusing at first glance, this extraneous shock is always well 
clear of the main shock system and once identified can be ignored Shocks 
appearing across the corners of the photographs are from the leading edge of 
the plate0 

The oil flow patterns proved difficult to photograph mainly because the 
best patterns obtained with the tunnel running were spoilt during shut down- 
However9 they were quite good enough to locate the mean position of both 
separation and reattachment lines to about Oel inches and to show that the 
flow was reasonably two-dimensional over an appreciable part of the model* 
A photograph of one typical pattern on model 2 is reproduced in FigslO,, It 
shows clearly the forward flow in the separated region and the accumulation 
of oil along the separation line; at an earlier stage in ita formation the 
oil could be seen flowing away from the reattachment line in both directions- 

The surface pressure distributions measured on models I and 2 for eight 
values of the stagnation pressure H are shown in Figs-II and 12e On the same 

ez-- -s-d- e-.-w w- - -  .  .  *- - . -  sm., . w -  -~~~a---~~~~ - -  

* 

At atmospheric stagnation pressure, the Mach number in the working 
section ia actually leyl ?. OeOlo 

The values of H given in these figures are those of the stagnation 
pressure in inches of mercury. Corresponding values of Reynolds number are 
given e*g* in FigelI 
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figures are marked the positions of separation and reattachment lines 
measured from oil flow patterns, and two theoretical pressures: 
far upstream p- given by 

the pressure 

and the pressure far downstream pm given by 

with XC given implicitly by equation (1). Fig.13 shows the same pressure 
distributions replotted in terms of p/H and Fig.14 the variation of separa- 
tion and reattachment positions with Reynolds number. 

The results for both models show an initial pressure rise across the 
separation line followed by a region of near-constant pressure and a much 
larger pressure rise across the reattachment line. This is consistent with 
the three-shock system sketched in Fig.1. However, on model I the pressure 
rise through the downstream shock overshoots the value appropriate to an angle 
of T&O and a region of pressure reduction occurs behind this hock. unfor- 
tunately there are not quite enough experimental points to define this 
region properly. The additional pressure holes on model 2 were intended to 
remedy this but there the phenomenon aid not appear! 

When the boundary layer ahead of the corner was made turbulent with a 
trip wire across the leading edge of the plate, the flow pattern was 
significantly altered - the separation region in the corner shrank to about 
0.25 inches and the two branches of the shock almost coalesced. No Schlieren 
photographs were taken and no pressure measurements recorded as it was 
impossible to distinguish between the two branches of the shock or between 
their corresponding pressure rises. However, it served to confirm that the 
flow on the plate had hitherto been laminar and Fig.15 shows an amusing oil 
flow pattern of both flows together. 

5 DISCUSSION -w .P 

The theoretical results obtained in section 3 for the very sim le 
model of the flow illustrated in Fig.1 show that, if the conditions 63 ana t7) 
matohing flow directions and pressures behind the shocks are to be satisfied 
exactly, solutions are possible for only a very small range of Mach numbers 
in a given cornere On the other hand, a slight relaxation of the matching 
conditions admits an infinite range of possible solutions at any Mach 
number. 

Even in the simplest case, when the pressures and flow directions are 
matched exactly, the velocities differ and a shear layer of non-zero 
thickness must exist extending downstream from the point where the main 
shock divides. Such a shear layer would tend to thicken like a boundary 
layer and might in itself provide a means of accommodating a small 
divergence in flow directions behind the shocks, as suggested by Liepmann2e 
However, for Mach numbers below the range of non-trivial solutions in 
Fig.4, the results require a convergence of the two streams (see Fig.6) and 
the growth of the shear layer cannot explain this away. 



At this stage we must admit the ixnxlequacy of Fig.1 and the need for a 
more sophisticated model of tha flow. One possibility 5s that the flaw 
behind the shock system ia not u&forms for example there may be an expansion 
behind the foot of the downstream branche This is apparently what happens 
in the experimenta on the ‘T$o wedge where an appreciable preasure reduction 
is observed- Sh.ilarly9 for Plach numbs above the range of non-trivial 
solut%ons9 whore the theory predicts a divergence of the two streams9 an 
etira shock or a compression region might be postulated JohanneseG9 who 
performed experiments simib to those reported here9 considered such en 
additional shook and remarked that the shock xould be extremely weak in most 
oases (see also Fig-6) and therefore difficult to detecte Finally we must 
remember that in reality the shocks rn3y not be atiight but ~U.ghCly ourvsd 
or the flow may be curved with additional simple waves* 

It Is diffioult to see which of these suggested generalisations it is 
necessary to incorporate in any more elaborate theoretical approach to the 
problem but there is one important conclusion to be drawn Broadly speakzing 
the model is of the right general form but it is not in itself enough to 
determine how the main shock is divided into two- It merely indicates that 
%f there is such a division then any dtvision very nearly satisfiea the 
equations* !Eo in&at on an exaot aolution is to ask for a refinement wh2rh 
the model is not oapable of supplying0 It seems reasonable to deduce that 
the shock syetem 5s determined nixt by the way the flow behaves in the region 
of the branoh point but by its behaviour around the feet of the branches - 
that is at the pod&s of sewration and reattachment - and it %s impossible 
to study these reg%ons tithout consider%ng the flow within the boundary layer 
and viscous effects generall,yS !t!hus the inviscid external flow does not 
determine the flow to any extent but readily accommodates itself to what is 
reqtired by the d.nner v%seous regions~ It is these that require further 
dudye 
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FIG. I. A THEORET6CAL MODEL 
OF FLOW IN A CORNER 

FIG. 2 NOTATION 
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